
There is no country quite like Germany, and as visitors soon 
discover, it can be a torrent of feasts, entertainment, culture and 
spectacular sights. Incredibly, there are more than 10,000 towns 
and cities in Germany between the North Sea and the Alps and 
each one has a unique charm.

Of course, Berlin is an unmissable destination. Roof terraces 
and beach bars in summer, Christmas markets and shopping 
in winter and sightseeing and museums all year round. A trip 
to Berlin is always worthwhile, and there is always something 
happening in the German capital, 365/24: art, fashion, theatre, 

music – it is a city bursting with activity every hour of every day. 
Outside of the capital there's Lower Saxony, a state situated in 

northwestern Germany that's comprised of nine diverse cities. 
The romantic appeal of the region's historical quarters and 
the vibrant maritime cities has made it a popular destination 
for visitors. With charming old towns, culinary and cultural 
highlights, shopping, restaurants and bars galore, the region is 
full of great places for travellers. 

germany.travel/cities, visitberlin.de, 9cities.de
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A MODERN KIND OF MAGIC

In the spirit of Old Norse tradition, Alrún Nordic Design creates 
beautiful runic jewellery, using their own modern symbols. In 
ancient Norse society, Bindrunes were used to cast spells and 
create powerful amulets. It was believed they could intensify the 
meaning of a personal message and invoke its power in peoples' 
lives. With this in mind, Alrún has created symbols that speak of 
dreams, aspirations, and reveal the true character of the wearer. A 
personal message in ancient form – the perfect expressive gift.

alrun.is, info@alrun.is

COUNT ON CHARTERBUSS

Charterbuss is a small solution-and-service oriented bus 
company, off ering a range of services such as private transport, 
a minibus service and group coach tours. The low-cost 
Scandinavian enterprise can accommodate groups of all 
sizes, whether that’s one person or several thousand (spread 
across several buses). Thanks to the experience and skills of its 
operators and drivers, Charterbuss can fi nd a solution for your 
transportation needs, whatever they may be.

charterbuss.no
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